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E\ Then K is definable by cubes if and only if for each polygonal simple closed curve Ja E s -K, there is a 2-sphere separating K and J.
Proof. We only consider the "if" part of the proof since the "only if" part is evident. Let / be as above. We first show that there is a 3-cell C c E* -K such that J c Int C. Let S ± be a 2-sphere separating K and J. By the approximation theorem S t may be supposed to be polyhedral, and so if Ja Int Si we may take C = SiUlntSi. If Jd Ext Si, let S 2 be a polyhedral 2-sphere whose interior contains Si U J. Let a be a polygonal arc from ae S L to be S 2 whose interior fails to intersect Si U S 2 U J. Fatten a to a polyhedral 3-cell B whose intersection with S λ U S 2 U J is the union of a pair of polyhedral disks A c S x and A c S 2 , and let A denote the annulus Bd B-(Int(A U A)). Now let S 3 be the polyhedral 2-sphere (S 1 -A) U (S 2 -A) U A and let C = S 3 U Int S 3 . From this and Lemma 7 of [4] it follows that each polygonal finite graph in E 3 -K lies in the interior of a polyhedral 3-cell in E" -K.
To show that K is definable by cubes we need only show that for each open set U containing K there is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint 3-cells in U whose interiors cover K. Let M be a compact polyhedral 3-manifold with boundary such that
Let F be the 1-skeleton of Bd M. By the remark at the end of the preceding paragraph there is a polyhedral 3-cell E such that F c Int EaEaE* -K. Using Bd E and the argument of the preceding paragraph, we construct a polyhedral 2-sphere S such that iΓcIntS and Fa ExtS. Now, using S, Bdikf, and Lemma 1 below, we obtain pairwise disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres R lf R 2 
, R m U Int R m is a collection of pairwise disjoint 3-cells lying in U whose interiors cover K, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. By the above two cases, we may inductively eliminate all components of (U?=i T 4 ) (Ί N to obtain a collection of pairwise disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres R u R 2 ,
, R m satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of the conclusion of Lemma 1.
The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 1 which gives another characterization of tame compact O-dimensional subsets of E\ For other characterizations see [5] and [7] . 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 only differs slightly from that of Lemma 1. There is no difficulty in carrying over the proof through Case 1, so we begin here at Case 2, where the notation has been carried over directly. Proof. Since K -L is at most 1-dimensional, there is no problem in moving the vertices of J into E 3 -K. We suppose that this has been done. We now show how to move J into E 3 -K moving one simplex at a time.
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